TENOR SAX 2

MARTINIQUE

by Sammy Nestico

Tenor Sax 2

Light Latin 1=126

DIRECT SLOWLY
MARTINIQUE

BARITONE SAX

Light Latin \( \frac{1}{2} \) = 126

(4 ten.)
TRUMPET B♭ 4

MARTINIQUE
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Light Latin  \( \text{d}=120 \)
TROMBONE 1
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(TROMBONE 1)

Light Latin \( d=126 \)

(DIRECT SLOWLY)
Bass Guitar

Light Latin \( \text{x} \)=120

MARTINIQUE
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Bass Guitar
MARTINIQUE
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Drums Set

Light Latin \( \text{d=126} \)
MARTINIQUE
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Perc.

Light Latin $d=126$

\[\text{SHAKES}\]

\[\text{MARIMBA}\]

\[\text{DIRECT SLOWLY}\]